ZHEJIANG JUMA AMUSEMENT EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD

145m Ferris Wheel
Name:145m Spokeless Ferris Wheel
Location:Entry of Bailang River,Binhai District,Weifang,Shandong Province,China

DESCRIPTION OF 145M FERRIS WHEEL
As the world's largest spokeless/shaftless Ferris Wheel (recognized by the Guinness World
Record in 2018), the Bohai Eye which is 145 meters high (475ft-tall) with a completely
hollow center is located in East China’s Weifang city, Shandong province. The wheel is named
after Bohai Sea, the northernmost coastal sea in china, along which Weifang city is built.
Different from most existing ferris wheels in operation worldwide, the Bohai Eye, certified by
the Guinness Book of World Records as the highest ferris wheel built onto a bridge, is
integrated with the 540-metre-long (1,771-foot-long) Bailang River Bridge.
Thousands of tons of steel were used to create the latticed tube of the giant wheel’s rim. The
crisscrossing steel beams, also called ‘dragon spine’, hold the main structure, provide
mammoth supports and make the ferris wheel itself into a beautiful, attractive landscape.
The complex architecture is vital for pulling off the shaftless design and eventually
presenting a futuristic and high-tech overall appearance.
As the world's first spokeless ferris wheel with grid design, the Bohai Eye is 10 meters (32
feet) taller than the iconic, cantilevered 'London Eye' in the British capital. All tourists will
enjoy an unparalleled birds-eye views of the Bohai Gulf estuary during the 28-minute round
(literally) trip. The Bohai Eye is not just a landmark of Weifang city, but has brought
enormous economic benefits to the region, which further increases citizens’ happiness and
life satisfaction.
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF 145M FERRIS WHEEL
Total height:145m
Runner diameter:125m/410ft
Cabin's running line speed:0.22m/s
Speed:30 Min/circle
The number of cabins:36sets(10 persons/set),Hang style
Passengers:36×10 person/set=360 persons
Driving power:2.2kw×4×12=105.6kw
Air condition motor:2kw×36=72kw
Main control system:5kw
Cabin and other auxiliary power:24kw
Auxiliary power:diesel generator
Floor area:80m*90m(M2)
Cabin: 360° transparent and panoramic spherical cabin,including air condition,video,wirelee
intercom,WI-F,fire extinguisher.etc.
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